
 

Rise above the Hate
We cannot let antisemitism define our Judaism, but we cannot ignore it either. As direct memory of the Holocaust
fades, Jews around the world are wondering whether the patterns of past centuries are returning, in both the Old
and New Worlds, where Jews experience more hate crimes than any other group.

Are Jewish people doomed to be stuck in this cycle forever? Is there a way to escape this history of hate?

Outsmarting Antisemitism takes this dark subject on squarely, with a sense of unabashed optimism, profound faith,
and a distinctly Jewish approach.

Through illuminating source texts and captivating case studies, this course considers the sources of this ancient
scourge, along with the appropriate strategies for overcoming it. Its time to find the confidence to fight hate with
hope and to stand tall against antisemitism with positivity, purpose, and plenty of Jewish pride!

This course is being offered for both online and in-person attendees.

 
Virtual: on Zoom
4 Mondays, 7:00-8:30 P.M.
Oct 25th - Nov 15th

Instructor: Rabbi Levi
 



JOIN NOW

 
In Person 
4 Tuesdays, 6:30-8:00 P.M.
Oct 26 - Nov 16th

Instructor: Rabbi Levi

 

JOIN NOW

LOCATION
Chabad of Maine 11 Pomeroy St. Portland ME

MORE INFO
www.chabadofmaine.com
rabbilevi@chabadofmaine.com
207.650.1783
Fee: $79 (includes textbook)
Not sure? Try the �rst class FREE of charge!

 

Lesson Outline

 

Lesson 1

The Eternal People

By taking another look at the statistics, studying our peoples remarkable perseverance, and exploring the concept of
Providence, we can �nd eternal cause for con�dence and optimism while we implement plans to secure ourselves and our
communities.

https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=8E9E1FC89DC6E142D9F0250F5E9A0F8A&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D
https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=B9E291D302AFA8C259688B2DEFDF5F36&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D


Lesson 2

No Apologies

We look at some of the explanations for antisemitism that have been o�ered throughout the ages to emerge with an
important principle: the problem with hating Jews lies not with the Jews but with the haters. Internalizing this hate is not a
healthy response.

Lesson 3

The Promised Land

Today, hatred of Jews commonly manifests itself as antagonism toward the Jewish State. This class distinguishes all-out
antisemitism from some more nuanced sub-strains. It also examines the state of Israel education and the very nature of
Jewish nationhood.

Lesson 4

Change of Heart

Psychology, neuroscience, and recent history show us that neither friend nor foe should ever be taken for granted. With a
bit of subtlety and conviction, and always with trust in G-d, we �nd that the dark days of the past are no cause for
pessimism ahead.

This email is sent from Chabad of Maine. We'd love to stay in touch with you, but if you wish to be unsubscribed
from this list please click here, or click here to manage your subscriptions.  Sent via ChabadOne Communicator

https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=669FF447173E77659D655F3C9D678364&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D&i=725DC90D3D98A290:41768F438D69DF0D33A21F40C4A2088839F2AA0DBCE35665E2AB42186257F5AB
https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=BCF5631CDFED6FB398B524C77973F90D&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D&i=725DC90D3D98A290:80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D
https://link.chabadofmaine.com/go.asp?li=71CC50117B4002076A3A71CF8BB40178&ui=80276DF8EFC6D539AB7BE6D0490E8B2D

